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Chapter 1 – Introduction and Installation
DTace is a powerful decision analysis tool for creating and analyzing decision trees
in Microsoft Excel.

Features
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roll back of expected value, exponential utility, certainty equivalent, or
custom utility function.
Click to edit. Clicking on a node allows its properties to be edited with one
click.
Node hiding:
o Show only nodes that are on optimal path.
o Show only a base node and its children.
o Hiding by node level.
Show/hide data in nodes.
Select all nodes and connectors with one click. Easy copying of tree to other
applications or dragging entire diagram to a new location in the worksheet.
Select all nodes with one click. Node formatting can be changed quickly.
Select specific node types to apply formatting based on node type.
Select all text with one click. Text formatting can be changed quickly.
Select specific text type to apply formatting based on text box.
Select all connectors with one click. Connector formatting can be changed
quickly.
Save a tree layout that can be restored later. Allows special arrangements
for presentations.
Repair tools to reconnect connectors and regenerate accidently deleted
nodes.
Data from spreadsheets and databases can be linked to nodes. Node data
can be imported and edited in a spreadsheet and automatically updated in
the tree.
Auto-arrange tree functions:
o Horizontal orientation
o Vertical orientation
Connector attachment points can be specified, or connectors routed
according to shortest path.
Reporting function to extract node data to spreadsheet.
Worksheet functions to allow for Monte Carlo simulation of tree.
Sensitivity analysis tool to determine probabilities and node values that have
the greatest impact on expected value/utility.
Risk profile tool to plot probability mass, cumulative probability, and payoff
table for optimal path or optimal paths for each branch.
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System Requirements

Excel Version: Excel 2007 to Excel 2019, Office 365 desktop; 32 and 64 bit
Systems: 32 bit and 64 bit
Windows: Windows Vista to Windows 10

Installing DTace

Place the DTace add-in file in a folder to which you have access.

Before Installation

Depending on your system settings, you may have to unblock the DTace add-in file
prior to installing. Right click on the DTace add-in file. Click on Properties. The
following window will appear:

Figure 1 - File Properties

Check Unblock if it is not already checked. Then click OK.
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Excel 2007 Installation Procedure

Click the Office Button in the upper left corner of the Excel window.

Figure 2 - Office Button

Click on the Excel Options button.
Click on Add-ins menu item.

Figure 3 - Excel Options>Add-Ins

In the Manage drop-down box, select “Excel Add-ins” and click the Go button.
In the new window, click Browse and select the DTace add-in file.
Check the box next to DTace and click OK.
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Figure 4 - Add-ins Window

Excel 2010 - 2019 Installation Procedure

Click the File tab in the upper left corner of the Excel window.

Figure 5 - File Tab

Click on the Options menu item.
Click on Add-ins menu item.
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Figure 6 – Excel Options>Add-Ins

In the Manage drop-down box, select “Excel Add-ins” and click the Go button.
In the new window, click Browse and select the DTace add-in file.
Check the box next to DTace and click OK.

Figure 7 - Add-ins Window
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Uninstalling DTace
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Go to the manage Add-ins window (see Installation section).
Uncheck DTace.
Click OK to close Add-ins window.
Delete the DTace file or move it to a different folder.
Go to the manage Add-ins window.
Click on the DTace check box.
A pop-up message will appear that DTace cannot be found.
delete from list.
8. Close Add-ins window.

Click Yes to

Trust Center Settings

Depending on the Trust Center settings, DTace may not run or a warning may
appear when Excel is started. To allow the add-in to run or to avoid a warning
message on start-up make sure the Trust Center Settings below are correct.
To open the Trust Center, click the Office Button in the upper left corner of Excel or
the File tab depending on the version of Excel. Then click on the Excel Options
button or Options menu item.

Figure 8 - Excel Options>Trust Center

Click the Trust Center Settings button to open Trust Center. Click on Add-ins menu
item. Make sure all checkboxes are unchecked.
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Figure 9 - Trust Center>Add-Ins
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Chapter 2 - Decision Tree Basics
Decision Tree Elements
Decision Tree Nodes

A decision tree is constructed as a one-to-many relationship where a node can have
one or more children but can only have one parent. Decision trees are comprised
of nodes that can be one of three types:
Decision Node A decision node is represented by a square and denotes a
decision to be made.
Chance Node A chance node is represented by a circle and denotes outcomes
from the node that happen by chance. Each outcome has an associated
probability of occurrence.
End Node An end node is represented by a triangle and denotes the outcome of
a path through the decision tree.

Tree Terminology

The following decision tree shows the various text fields that can be shown on a
decision tree. Text fields can be shown or hidden using tree settings, depending on
what is needed to be shown. DTace also allows for optional labels to be shown to
describe each field. The data labels can be omitted to reduce tree clutter.
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Figure 10 - Decision Tree Elements

Left/Top Text Box
The left/top text box shows user input data and the node ID. It is called the
left/top text box because it can be shown on top or to the left of the node.
Right/Bottom Text Box
The right/bottom text box shows calculated values. It can be shown on the bottom
or to the right of the node.
Node ID
Node ID is a unique identifier used by the software to keep track of each node’s
data in the tree worksheet. The ID is automatically generated by the software.
Showing node ID is useful during construction of the tree to keep track of nodes,
especially if more than one node shares the same name.
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Node Name
Node name is a descriptive name of the node entered by the user.
Probability
If a node’s parent is a chance node, then the probability of this node’s occurrence is
shown. Probability is entered by the user.
Value
Value is the cash flow (or other value) that occurs at each node. For example, if
there is an initial investment of 10 at the root node, the root node’s value would be
either 10 or -10 depending on your cash flow sign convention. It’s important to be
consistent with signs when entering values, such as cash outflow is negative and
cash inflow is positive. Value is entered by the user.
Expected Value/Expected Utility/Certainty Equivalent
When a tree is rolled back, one of the following three values are calculated
depending on settings:
• Expected monetary value
• Expected utility
• Certainty equivalent
These values are shown on decision and chance nodes.
Path Probability
Path probability of an end node is the probability of that node occurring if the
optimal path is followed. If an end node is not on an optimal path, its path
probability will be zero. Path probability is calculated when the decision tree is
rolled back.
Terminal Payoff
The sum of values along the path from the root node to each end node is that end
node’s terminal payoff. This is the net payoff for each end node and is used for
rollback calculations.
Terminal Utility
If exponential utility, certainty equivalent, or a custom utility function is used, the
terminal payoff for each end node will be converted to a utility called terminal
utility. This value will be used for rollback instead of terminal payoff.

Node Data
Node data can be referenced to spreadsheet cells which in turn can be referenced
to a database or other external source of data.
Referenced Node Data
The following node data fields can get their values from cells in the workbook
containing the diagram:
• Node Name
• Probability
• Value
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These data field values can be driven by the cells they reference. Referenced cells
are also used when performing Monte Carlo simulation of a decision tree.
Important!
Referenced cells cannot be sorted. Sorting data, for example table data, will
change what is shown in each node. Cell references will show what is in a given
cell address. Sorting will change these values and destroy data relationship
integrity.

Figure 11 - Referenced Node Data

The Decision Tree Worksheet

Tree settings, node data, cell references, and connector data are stored within the
worksheet containing a decision tree. This data is contained in columns A through
Z and will be hidden when a new tree is created. These columns are protected to
maintain data integrity.
The visible portion of the tree worksheet can be modified as normal, except for the
following:
• Rows cannot be inserted or deleted.
• Columns cannot be inserted or deleted.
• Tables and pivot tables cannot be placed on the tree sheet.

Extracting Node Data

Node data in a decision tree can be extracted to either a new worksheet or a new
workbook by creating a node report. The report will show all user entered node
data including incoming and outgoing connections.
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Decision Tree Roll Back

When a decision tree is rolled back, the expected value at the root node is
calculated. The root node expected value is the expected value of all outcomes
based on the decision rule chosen. The expected value that is calculated at the root
node is one of the following:
• Expected monetary value.
• Expected utility.
• Certainty equivalent.
Expected monetary value is used in a risk-neutral situation. In this case, the goal
is to either maximize or minimize expected value. This is often the case when a
project being evaluated is small relative to the overall organization and a project
failure would not endanger its ongoing viability.
Expected utility is used in a risk-averse situation. DTace has the exponential utility
function built-in and allows for a custom utility function to be specified in the
workbook. The utility function alters the values of the payoffs to adjust for the
user’s risk appetite. Bad outcomes are heavily penalized, while increasingly good
outcomes receive less weight when calculating expected utility.
DTace allows for the certainty equivalent from exponential utility to be calculated.

Decision Rule

There are two possible decision rules in DTace:
• Choose maximum
• Choose minimum
A decision rule is invoked at each decision node to calculate expected value and to
determine the optimum path through the tree. If the goal is to maximize the
outcome, such as profit, the “choose maximum” decision rule would be used. If the
goal is to minimize the outcome, such as cost, the “choose minimum” decision rule
would be used.
The sign of values will also affect which decision rule is chosen. If costs are
represented as positive values, then to minimize cost the minimum decision rule
would be used. If costs are represented as negative numbers, then to minimize
cost the maximum decision rule would be used (least negative value).

Expected Value Calculation

Expected value of a chance node is based on the sum of each child node probability
multiplied by value.
Expected value of a decision node is based on choosing the maximum or minimum
expected value out of its child nodes. Whether maximum or minimum is chosen
depends on the decision rule used.
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Figure 12 - Example Decision Tree Showing Expected Value

During a roll back, starting at the end nodes, the expected values of node parents
are calculated until the root node is reached. Assuming we want to maximize
expected value, we would use the choose maximum decision rule. The roll back
calculation procedure for the decision tree in Figure 12 is shown below.
Calculate expected value for Chance 2:
Chance 2 expected value = (End 4 terminal payoff)(End 4 probability) + (End 5 terminal
payoff)(End 5 probability)

Chance 2 expected value = (20)(.6) + (-5)(.4) = 10
Calculate expected value for Decision 1:
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payoff]

Decision 1 expected value = MAXIMUM[Chance 2 expected value, End 3 terminal
Decision 1 expected value = MAXIMUM[10, -10] = 10

Calculate expected value for Chance 1:
Chance 1 expected value = (End 1 terminal payoff)(End 1 probability) + (End 2 terminal
payoff)(End 2 probability)

Chance 1 expected value = (.3)(19) + (.7)(-1) = 5
Calculate expected value for Root node:
Root node expected value = MAXIMUM[Decision 1 expected value, Chance 1 expected
value]

Root node expected value = MAXIMUM[10, 5] = 10

Expected Utility Calculation

When expected utility is used, the roll back
expected value calculation above, except
terminal payoff. To get terminal utility,
payoff and then uses the utility function
utility.

calculation procedure is the same as the
that terminal utility is used instead of
the software first determines terminal
to convert terminal payoff to terminal

Exponential utility is determined using the following equation:
Exponential Utility = 1 – e-X/R
Where:
R = risk tolerance constant
X = terminal payoff
Figure 13 is a plot of exponential utility vs. payoff. As R decreases, we are more
risk-averse based on the concave shape of the curve. In other words, there is a
bigger penalty in utility for lower payoffs.
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Figure 13 - Exponential Utility

When a custom utility function is supplied by the user, the calculation is the same
except the custom utility function is used to convert terminal payoffs to terminal
utilities.

Certainty Equivalent Calculation

Certainty equivalent is determined at each node by first calculating expected
exponential utility at each node as described in the Expected Utility Calculation
section. The expected utilities are then converted to certainty equivalent using the
following equation:
Certainty Equivalent = -R*ln(1 – EU)
Where:
R = risk tolerance constant
EU = expected exponential utility

Optimal Path

One of the objectives for creating a decision tree is to find the optimal path through
the tree. By calculating the highest (or lowest, depending on the decision rule)
expected value we can determine the optimal path through the tree.
After calculating expected values, nodes on the optimal path will be flagged as
TRUE, and nodes not on the optimal path will be flagged as FALSE. Nodes that
have a decision node as a parent will have an optimal path flag. Nodes that have a
chance node as a parent will not have an optimal path flag since all chance node
outcomes are possible.
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Manipulating a Decision Tree
Node Level Concept

Node levels are used to structure a decision tree. A tree starts at node level 0 and
proceeds at integer increments.
Node levels are useful for hiding nodes as a group and controlling diagram
granularity as needed for presentation.
Node levels are also used for auto
arrangement and reporting functions.
The order in which each node appears in each node level can be easily changed
with tree settings.

Figure 14 - Node Levels

Arranging Nodes
DTace has an auto-arrange function to make tree layout easier. The arrangement
algorithms use node level as the basis for layout. For example, in a left to right
orientation, the node at level 0 will be drawn on the left side of the tree. Nodes at
level 1 will be drawn as a stacked column to the right of level 0 and so on.
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There are two auto-arrange options:
• Top to bottom with node level 0 at top.
• Left to right with node level 0 at left.
Auto-arrange can be used to initially arrange nodes in a convenient manner. Final
arrangement can be done by manually moving nodes to their final position. Once
the final layout is complete, it is a good practice to turn off auto-arrange using Tree
Settings to prevent accidental rearranging of the tree.

Node Hiding

Nodes can be hidden to show different configurations or for presentation purposes.
The node data remains intact and can be easily unhidden using Tree Settings.
There are four methods of node hiding.
Hide Nodes That Are Not Optimal
After the tree has been rolled back, any nodes that are not on an optimal path can
be hidden.
Show Only a Node and Its Downstream Connections
A node is selected. The selected node and its descendants will be shown. All other
nodes will be hidden.
Hide Nodes Outside of a Node Level Range
A node level range is selected. Any nodes in a node level less than the lower node
level selected will be hidden. Any nodes in a node level higher than the upper node
level selected will be hidden.
Hide Node Inside of a Node Level Range
A node level range is selected. Any nodes from the lower node level selected to the
upper node level selected will be hidden.
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Chapter 3 – Decision Tree
This chapter describes the Decision Tree group on the ribbon. This group contains
buttons that perform the primary functions related to creating, editing and
analyzing a decision tree.

Decision Tree> New Tree
Ribbon>DTace Tab> New Tree Button

The New Decision Tree form will appear. Initial decision tree settings can be
entered now or later using the Ribbon> DTace tab> Tree Settings button. A
decision tree sheet name is required. When the Create Tree button is clicked, a
new worksheet in the active workbook will be created. The sheet name will be the
decision tree name entered.
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New Tree > Nodes Page

Figure 15 - New Tree > Nodes Page

Show On Nodes
The data fields that will appear on each node is determined by which checkboxes
are selected. The label for each data field can also be toggled on/off by using the
label checkbox next to the data item. Note that the data stored for each data field
is retained if it is not shown on the node.
Text Placement
Text placement determines where text boxes are placed relative to a node.
Left/right placement will locate text boxes on the left and right side of each node.
Top/bottom placement will locate text boxes on the top and bottom side of each
node.
Node Height and Width
Node height and width is entered in points, 1/72 of an inch. Nodes will be drawn
according to the height and width entered.
Text Offset from Node
Text offset from node is the distance, in points, that the text boxes will be spaced
from the nearest edge of a node.
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Edit Node Window Opened By Clicking On Node
When this function is “On”, clicking on a node will open the Edit Node window and
the clicked node will be selected for editing. To move a node manually, press Alt
key and click on the node. Then release Alt key before manipulating nodes.

Important!
Do not use CTRL-Click. If the node is dragged, it will create a copy of the node
which may result in unexpected program behavior. If a node is inadvertently
copied, manually delete the copy.

To edit a node when this function is turned off, use Ribbon> DTace tab> Edit Node
button. Then select the node from the drop-down box.

New Tree > Connectors Page

Figure 16 - New Tree > Connectors Page

Connector Appearance
Select a connector type using the drop-down box.
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Connector Routing
Ordered routing will use the incoming and outgoing connection points on each node
to route connectors.
Shortest routing will route the connectors using the shortest route between nodes.
Incoming Connection Point
The incoming connection point is the end of a connector attaching to a node from
its parent. Connector routing must be set to ordered routing to enforce the
connection point.
Outgoing Connection Point
The outgoing connection point is the beginning of a connector from the node to a
child node. Connector routing must be set to ordered routing to enforce the
connection point.

New Tree > Layout Page

Figure 17 - New Tree > Layout Page

Auto Arrange Decision Tree
When the Auto arrange decision tree checkbox is selected the diagram will be
arranged automatically according to the settings on this page and according to node
level.
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Auto Arrange Orientation
Left to right orientation starts with node level 0 on the left side of the page and
successive node levels progressing to the right.
Top to bottom orientation starts with node level 0 at the top of the page and
successive node levels progressing downward.
Auto Arrange Spacing
Horizontal node spacing is used for left to right and top to bottom orientations. In
a left to right orientation, horizontal node spacing is the spacing between node
levels. In a top to bottom orientation, horizontal node spacing is the spacing
between nodes in a given level.
Vertical node spacing is used for left to right and top to bottom orientations. In a
left to right orientation, vertical node spacing is the spacing between nodes in a
given level. In a top to bottom orientation, vertical node spacing is the spacing
between node levels.
Auto Arrange Diagram Margins
Left margin is the distance from the left of the page to the leftmost node edge.
Top margin is the distance from the top of the page to the topmost node edge.

Decision Tree > Add Node
Ribbon>DTace Tab> Add Node Button

The Add Node form will appear.
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Add Node

Figure 18 - Add Node

Node Structure and Shape
Node type and parent node are selected using the dropdown boxes. When the node
is drawn, a connector will connect the parent node to the new node.
Node Data
Node data can be typed into the textboxes or a reference to a workbook cell can be
entered. Node name, probability, and value can be linked to cells in the same
workbook that contains the tree. Only one cell per data field can be referenced. To
link data, click the Minimize button to the right of each data field. The Add Node
form will be minimized, and the referenced cell can be selected.

Figure 19 - Node with Data Linked to Cells
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Decision Tree > Edit Node
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Edit Node Button

The Edit Node window will appear. Various properties of the selected node can be
edited.
Select Node to Edit Drop-Down Box
The node to be edited is selected in this drop-down box. Once a node is selected,
the data fields and settings will be populated with current information. If the click
to edit setting is on, and a node is clicked, this drop-down box will already have the
node selected, but the box will be disabled.

Edit Node

Figure 20 - Edit Node
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Figure 21 - Edit Node, Node Selected

Node data can be edited on this form.
Changes button.

Once editing is finished click the Save

To delete a node, click the Delete Node button. The selected node and its
associated data will be deleted from the tree. If the node has child nodes, the child
nodes will be connected to the deleted node’s parent.
To delete a node and all descendant nodes, check the Delete descendants box and
click the Delete Node button.

Decision Tree > Tree Settings
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Tree Settings Button

Tree settings control overall diagram properties.
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Tree Settings > Nodes Page

Figure 22 - Tree Settings > Nodes Page

Show On Nodes
The data fields that will appear on each node is determined by which checkboxes
are selected. The data label for each data field can also be toggled on/off by using
the label checkbox next to the data item. Note that the data stored for each data
field is retained if it is not shown on the node.
Text Placement
Text placement determines where text boxes are placed relative to a node.
Left/right placement will locate text boxes on the left and right side of each node.
Top/bottom placement will locate text boxes on the top and bottom side of each
node.
Node Height and Width
Node height and width is entered in points, 1/72 of an inch. Nodes will be drawn
according to the height and width entered.
Text Offset from Node
Text offset from node is the distance, in points, that the text boxes will be spaced
from the nearest edge of a node.
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Edit Node Window Opened By Clicking On Node
When this function is “On”, clicking on a node will open the Edit Node window and
the clicked node will be selected for editing. To move a node manually, press Alt
key and click on the node. Then release Alt key before manipulating nodes.

Important!
Do not use CTRL-Click. If the node is dragged, it will create a copy of the node
which may result in unexpected program behavior. If a node is inadvertently
copied, manually delete the copy.

To edit a node when this function is turned off, use Ribbon> DTace tab> Edit Node
button. Then select the node from the drop-down box.

Tree Settings > Connectors Page

Figure 23 - Tree Settings > Connectors Page

Connector Appearance
Select a connector type using the drop-down box.
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Connector Routing
Ordered routing will use the incoming and outgoing connection points on each node
to route connectors.
Shortest routing will route the connectors using the shortest route between nodes.
Incoming Connection Point
The incoming connection point is the end of a connector attaching to a node from
its parent. Connector routing must be set to ordered routing to enforce the
connection point.
Outgoing Connection Point
The outgoing connection point is the beginning of a connector from the node to a
child node. Connector routing must be set to ordered routing to enforce the
connection point.

Tree Settings > Layout Page

Figure 24 - Tree Settings > Layout Page

Auto Arrange Diagram
When the Auto arrange decision tree checkbox is selected the diagram will be
arranged automatically according to the settings on this page and according to node
level.
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Auto Arrange Orientation
Left to right orientation starts with node level 0 on the left side of the page and
successive node levels progressing to the right.
Top to bottom orientation starts with node level 0 at the top of the page and
successive node levels progressing downward.
Auto Arrange Spacing
Horizontal node spacing is used for left to right and top to bottom orientations. In
a left to right orientation, horizontal node spacing is the spacing between node
levels. In a top to bottom orientation, horizontal node spacing is the spacing
between nodes in a given level.
Vertical node spacing is used for left to right and top to bottom orientations. In a
left to right orientation, vertical node spacing is the spacing between nodes in a
given level. In a top to bottom orientation, vertical node spacing is the spacing
between node levels.
Auto Arrange Diagram Margins
Left margin is the distance from the left of the page to the leftmost node edge.
Top margin is the distance from the top of the page to the topmost node edge.

Figure 25 - Left to Right Orientation
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Figure 26 - Top to Bottom Orientation

Tree Settings > Roll Back Page

Figure 27 - Tree Settings > Rollback Page
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Display Value
Select the type of value to calculate during roll back and displayed on the tree. If
exponential utility or certainty equivalent is selected, a box to enter the risk
tolerance constant, R will appear.
If custom function is selected, the custom function pane will appear to select the
location of the custom function in the workbook.
Maximum Decimal Places
Select the maximum number of decimal places to display on the tree for the items
shown.
Custom Function
If custom function is selected in display value, then the custom function pane will
appear as shown in Figure 29. There are two cells that must be referenced: one
cell for the software to plug in the terminal payoff value and one cell to calculate
the utility.
The example in Figure 28 shows a custom utility function in cell AL10. Terminal
payoff for each end node is inserted into cell AL9 and the utility function in cell
AL10 uses the value in AL9 to calculate utility. The calculated utility in AL10 is then
inserted back into the node’s terminal utility. The cell references for this set-up are
shown in Figure 29.
Both cells must be in the same worksheet as the decision tree.

Figure 28 - Custom Function Set-Up
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Figure 29 - Tree Settings > Rollback Page, Custom Function Selected
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Tree Settings > Visibility Page

Figure 30 - Tree Settings > Visibility Page

Unhide All Nodes
To unhide any hidden nodes, select the Unhide all nodes checkbox and click the
Apply button.
Hide Nodes That Are Not Optimal
After the tree is rolled back, nodes that are not on an optimal path can be hidden
with this function. Select this option and click the Apply button.
Hide By Selecting Node
Hiding by selecting a node will hide any node that is not the selected base node or a
descendant of the base node. To hide by selecting a node, select a base node from
the drop-down box and click the Apply button.
Hide By Node Level
All nodes inside or outside a node level or range of node levels can be hidden.
Select the lowest and highest node level to hide/show and click the Apply button.
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Tree Settings > Node Order Page

Figure 31 - Tree Settings > Node Order Page

When auto arrange is turned on, the order of nodes in a node level may not be
what is desired. To change the order of appearance on the diagram, select a node
level in the drop-down box. All nodes in the selected node level will appear in the
list box. To change the order, select a node in the list box and use the up/down
arrows to change the order. Once the order is correct, click the Apply button.

Decision Tree > Create Report
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Create Report Button
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Create Report

Node data can be extracted to a new worksheet in the current workbook or to a
new workbook. Reports can be limited to selected node levels and sorted by node
ID, node name, node type, and node level. Each node’s parent and child nodes are
also included in reports.

Figure 32 - Create Report Form

Sample Report
A sample report is shown below.

Figure 33 - Sample Node Report
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Decision Tree > Roll Back Tree
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Roll Back Tree Button

The Roll Back form will appear.

Figure 34 - Roll Back

Decision Rule
During roll back, a decision node’s expected value is chosen from the expected
values of its child nodes. The decision rule determines which expected value to use
at each decision node.
If Choose maximum is selected, each decision node’s expected value will be equal
to its child node with the largest expected value. If Choose minimum is selected,
each decision node’s expected value will be equal to its child node with the smallest
expected value.

Situations Where Two Nodes Have the Same Expected Value

It is possible that two or more nodes emanating from a decision node will have the
same expected value, utility or certainty equivalent. In this case both nodes would
be optimal paths. The software will choose the first of these nodes to be evaluated
as the optimal node and mark the remaining nodes as non-optimal.
To change which of these nodes is chosen as optimal, change the node order using
the Tree Settings>Node Order form. For a left to right orientation, the optimal
node will be the topmost node with the optimal expected value. For a top to
bottom orientation, the optimal node will be the leftmost node with the optimal
expected value.
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Decision Tree > Probability Check
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Probability Check Button

Probability check is a tool used to verify that all chance nodes have child nodes
whose probabilities sum to 1. Probability check will add up the child probabilities
for each chance node and provide feedback on which nodes do not add up to
exactly 1.
Note: To improve performance of the SIMROLLBACK function, a probability check is
not performed each time this function is calculated. Prior to using SIMROLLBACK,
run a probability check to verify correctness.

Figure 35 - Probability Check Results
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Decision Tree > Sort Nodes
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Sort Nodes Button

Sort Nodes will change the node order so that child nodes are located next to their
parent. This avoids connectors crossing over each other.

Figure 36 - Decision Tree Before Sorting
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Figure 37 - Decision Tree After Sorting

Decision Tree > Align Text
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Align Text Button

If a node is not aligned with its textboxes, the Align Text tool will relocate the
textboxes correctly relative to the node. This can occur if a node is manually
dragged to a new location.
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Figure 38 - Text Boxes Not Aligned With Node

Figure 39 - After Using Align Text Tool
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Decision Tree > Arrange Tree
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Arrange Tree Button

The Arrange Tree function will auto arrange the decision tree according to the
current tree settings. The Arrange Tree function will only work if the Auto arrange
diagram check box is checked in the Tree Settings layout page shown below.

Figure 40 - Tree Settings > Layout Form
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Decision Tree > Reroute

Ribbon > DTace Tab > Reroute Connections Button

Clicking the Reroute button will reroute each connector to the shortest path
between two nodes. The example below shows straight connectors before and after
rerouting. This tool will only work if shortest routing is selected in Tree Settings as
shown below.

Figure 41 - Tree Settings > Connectors Form
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Figure 42 - Before Rerouting

Figure 43 - After Rerouting
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Decision Tree > Refresh Text
Ribbon > DTace Tab > Refresh Text Button

When node data is referenced to a cell in the workbook, changing the cell contents
will not automatically change what is shown on the node.
By clicking on the Refresh Text button, the text shown in the node will be updated
to reflect what is currently in the cell it references. If automatic calculation is
turned off, the worksheet containing the referenced cell must be recalculated before
clicking Refresh Text or the node text will not update.
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Chapter 4 – Analysis
Risk Profile

When a tree is rolled back, expected value, utility or certainty equivalent is
calculated. While this is useful, it does not give a complete picture of the risk
involved. The risk profile tool allows for the creation of probability plots and payoff
tables.
A risk profile can be created for the following conditions:
•
•

The optimal path through the tree from the base node.
The optimal path for all branches of the base node.

A base node can be any decision node. This allows you to create risk profiles from
intermediate decision nodes in the tree as well as the root node.
The probability mass plot will display each payoff possibility on the x-axis and the
payoff’s associated probability on the y-axis. The cumulative probability chart will
display payoffs on the x-axis and the cumulative probability (probability that x<=X)
on the y-axis. A payoff table lists the payoff and probability for each end node on
the optimal path.
The risk profile tool is not for decision trees containing random variables for Monte
Carlo simulation. Trees of this nature are simulated, and the simulation output is
the risk profile.

Analysis > Risk Profile

Ribbon > DTace Tab > Risk Profile Button

Note: The tree must be rolled back prior to running the risk profile tool.
Clicking the Risk Profile button will cause the Risk Profile form to appear.
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Figure 44 - Risk Profile Form

Select Base Node

Select the base node that will be used as the starting point of the analysis. This is
typically the root node of the tree, but other decision nodes can also be selected.
The drop-down box will only contain decision nodes.

Plot

There are two options of what to plot. The first option is to plot the outcomes by
following the optimal path through the tree from the base node. The second option
plots the optimal path for each branch emanating from the base node. This allows
you to compare the decisions made at the base node.

Decision Rule

Select the decision rule to be used when determining optimal paths.

Include in Report
Select the items to include in the report. Both charts are native Excel charts that
can be edited using Excel’s editing tools.

Report Location

The report can be created on a new worksheet in the current workbook, or in a new
workbook.
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Figure 45 - Risk Profile Report

The probability plot payoffs will be monetary when the tree is rolled back using
expected monetary value or certainty equivalent. If exponential utility or a custom
utility function is used, the payoff values will be utility.
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Sensitivity Analysis

DTace has a single factor sensitivity analysis tool to determine values and
probabilities that have the greatest impact on expected value. The sensitivity tool
will use current values and probabilities in the decision tree as the base case data.

Value Variable Calculation

To perform a single factor sensitivity analysis, each value variable is changed to its
minimum and maximum while holding all other variables at their base case.
Sensitivity analysis data for values are calculated using the following algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Set all variables to base case.
Change one variable’s value to minimum value.
Roll back tree.
Record root node expected value/expected utility/or certainty equivalent.
Change variable’s value to maximum value.
Roll back tree.
Record root node expected value/expected utility/or certainty equivalent.
Repeat for next variable.

The software does this for each selected variable.

Probability Variable Calculation
For probabilities, changing the probability of one node means any other children of
the same chance node will have to be altered so that their sum of probabilities still
equals 1. When a node probability is changed lower, for example, the remaining
nodes with the same parent chance node will have their probabilities adjusted
higher so that all children add to 1.
Example: A chance node has three child nodes with probabilities of .4, .35, and
.25. We are changing the probability of the first node to .2. The remaining nodes’
probabilities will be changed to .45 and .35.
Sensitivity analysis data for probabilities are calculated using the following
algorithm:
1. Set all variables to base case.
2. Change one variable’s probability to minimum value.
3. Adjust probabilities of nodes that have the same parent as the node in step
2.
4. Roll back tree.
5. Record root node expected value/expected utility/or certainty equivalent.
6. Change variable’s probability to maximum value.
7. Adjust probabilities of nodes that have the same parent as the node in step
6.
8. Roll back tree.
9. Record root node expected value/expected utility/or certainty equivalent.
10. Repeat for next variable.
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The software does this for each selected variable.

Analysis > Sensitivity Analysis

Ribbon > DTace Tab > Sensitivity Analysis Button

Clicking the Sensitivity Analysis button will cause the Sensitivity Analysis form to
appear. This form allows for parameter entry, selection of variables and how the
report is created.

Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 46 – Sensitivity Analysis Form

Parameters
Variables that are values can be changed by a percentage of their base case value.
Values can be changed up to +/-100%. If a node has a base case value of 0, this
value will not be changed during the sensitivity analysis since the +/- multiplier is
multiplying by zero.
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Variables that are probabilities can be changed by an amount of probability. For
example, if a variable has a probability of .5 and you want to vary the probability
from .3 to .7 then .2 would be entered in the Probability change box.
A probability variable cannot be changed to more than 1 or less than or equal to
zero. For example, if a node has a base case probability of .8 and a probability
change of .25 has been entered, an error message will appear. At its maximum
value, the node’s probability will be 1.05 which is not allowed.
Likewise, if a node has a base case probability of .1 and a probability change of .1
is entered, an error message will appear. At its minimum value, the node’s
probability will be zero which is not allowed.
Decision Rule
Choose the decision rule to use. Each time a probability or value is changed, a
rollback is performed. The rollback will use the chosen decision rule.
Charts
Two types of charts can be included in the sensitivity report: Tornado and Spider.
Report Location
The sensitivity report can be placed in a new worksheet in the current workbook or
a new workbook will be created and placed in that workbook.
Variables
Variables, for the purposes of sensitivity analysis come in two forms: probability
and value. If a node has both a probability and a value, then that node will appear
twice in the Variables to choose from… box. After the node ID and node name is
either probability or value which denotes the type of variable.
If all variables shown will be included in the sensitivity analysis, click the Add All >>
button. This will move all variables to the Selected variables box.
Individual variables can be moved to the Selected variables box by clicking on the
variable in the Variables to choose from… box and clicking the Add >> button.
A variable can be removed from the Selected variables box by clicking on the
variable in the Selected variables box and clicking the << Remove button. The
variable will then appear in the Variables to choose from… box.
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Figure 47 - Sensitivity Analysis Report
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Chapter 5 – Selection Tools
The tools in this group enable easy selection of assorted items in the decision tree.
Once a selection is made, mass formatting of a given tree feature can be
accomplished easily with Excel’s formatting tools. The entire tree can also be
selected for copying to another application.

Selection Tools > Custom Select
Ribbon > DTace Tab > Custom Select Button

Custom select allows for selection of everything in the decision tree or selecting
specific items of a given type.

Figure 48 - Custom Select Form

Select Everything
Checking the Select everything box will select all shapes on the active decision tree
sheet. All shapes include nodes, connectors and text boxes. This is useful for
dragging the entire tree around the worksheet or copying the tree to another
application such as presentation software.
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Node Selection
Nodes of a given type can be selected. This is useful, for example, if all decision
nodes will be green, chance nodes red, and end nodes blue. Once a selection is
made, Excel’s formatting tools can be used to change the appearance of the
selected items.
Text Selection
Left/top and right/bottom text boxes can be selected separately. If left/top
textboxes is checked, all left/top textboxes will be selected. If right/bottom
textboxes is checked, all right/bottom textboxes will be selected. Once a selection
is made, Excel’s formatting tools can be used to change text appearance.

Selection Tools > Select Nodes
Ribbon > DTace Tab > Select Nodes Button

Clicking the Select Nodes button will select all nodes on the active tree sheet.

Selection Tools > Select Connectors
Ribbon > DTace Tab > Select Connectors Button

Clicking the Select Connectors button will select all connectors on the active tree
sheet.
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Selection Tools > Select Text
Ribbon>DTace Tab>Select Text Button

Clicking the Select Text button will select all text boxes on the active tree sheet.
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Chapter 6 – Utilities
Utilities > Repair Connectors

Ribbon > DTace Tab > Repair Connectors Button

Clicking the Repair Connectors button will delete all connectors and redraw new
ones with the same node relationships. If a connector exists in the diagram, its
custom formatting will be retained. If the connector has been deleted, the
connector will be redrawn according to Excel’s default connector format.

Utilities > Regenerate Nodes

Ribbon > DTace Tab > Regenerate Nodes Button

Clicking the Regenerate Nodes button will attempt to repair errors in the tree such
as a manually deleted node shape or manually deleted text box. If a node must be
redrawn, it will be drawn according to the default format for the workbook and any
custom formatting will be lost. Nodes are regenerated according to the following
scenarios:
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Node Condition
Node shape exists, text boxes exist.
Node shape is missing, text boxes exist.
Node shape exists, left/top text box missing.
Node shape exists, right/bottom text box
missing.

Regeneration
Node OK. Do nothing.
Redraw node.
Redraw left/top text box.
Redraw right/bottom text box.

Saved Arrangement

A tree arrangement can be saved to restore later. This allows rearranging the tree
temporarily for presentations or for an alternate configuration.

Utilities > Saved Arrangement > Set Arrangement
Ribbon > DTace Tab > Saved Arrangement Button > Set Arrangement Button

Clicking the Set Arrangement button will save the current location of each node. If
an arrangement was saved previously, it will be overwritten with the current
arrangement.

Utilities > Saved Arrangement > Redraw Tree
Ribbon > DTace Tab > Saved Arrangement Button > Redraw Tree Button

Clicking the Redraw Tree button will redraw the diagram according to the last saved
arrangement. If no arrangement has been saved all nodes will be moved to the
upper left of the worksheet.
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Utilities > Update Links
Ribbon > DTace Tab > Update Links Button

When a decision tree is created in a workbook, Excel creates a link between the
workbook and the DTace add-in on the current machine. When the workbook is
opened on another machine with DTace installed, you may get a message that links
could not be updated.

Figure 49 - Links Warning Message

Click the Don’t Update button to close the message. Then click the Update Links
button on the DTace ribbon. This utility will update the link to the current machine.
The following conditions must be met for update links to work properly:
• Do not break the links using the Edit Links tool in the Excel ribbon.
• Do not rename the DTace add-in file. Its name should be "DTace.xlam".
• Either an unprotected sheet or a tree sheet must be active when links are
updated. If a protected sheet that is not a tree sheet is active, an error will
result.
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Chapter 7 – Worksheet Functions
DTace contains four functions that can be entered in cells on the tree worksheet.
These functions facilitate Monte Carlo simulation of a tree.

The SIMROLLBACK Function

SIMROLLBACK is a worksheet function that will roll back the tree located in the
worksheet where the function is located. The primary use for this function is to
perform Monte Carlo simulation of the expected value/utility/certainty equivalent of
a decision tree. SIMROLLBACK cannot be used with custom utility functions.
The SIMROLLBACK can also be used to perform an instantaneous rollback if
automatic calculation is turned on. You can see the current root node expected
value without having to roll back the tree from the ribbon. Note that the tree text
fields will not be updated by SIMROLLBACK.

Entering SIMROLLBACK in a Worksheet

SIMROLLBACK is entered in a tree worksheet cell by typing the following formula
into a cell:
=SIMROLLBACK (decision rule)
Where decision rule is either 0 for choose minimum, or 1 for choose
maximum.

Using SIMROLLBACK for a Monte Carlo Simulation
Using cell references, node values can be treated as random variables which can be
used as inputs to a Monte Carlo simulation. By entering the SIMROLLBACK function
into a cell in the same worksheet as the tree, the cell containing SIMROLLBACK can
be simulated repeatedly.
A Monte Carlo simulation package can be used in conjunction with DTace to
perform the simulation. In the example that follows, Vortarus Technologies’
Simulation Master add-in was used to perform the simulation.
The
is a
End
and

decision tree in Figure 50 has two end nodes that are random variables. End 1
normally distributed random variable with mean 4 and standard deviation of 1.
2 is a triangular distributed random variable with minimum -1, most likely 2,
maximum 5.

It should be noted that DTace allows for one end node to emanate from a chance
node with a probability of 1. Since the end node is a random variable, we can use
only one end node from a chance node to cover all possibilities. This is different
from a tree with discrete outcomes and discrete probabilities for each outcome.
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To get the SIMROLLBACK cell value (cell AL3) to match the root node expected
value, turn off Excel’s automatic calculation.
Each time Excel calculates the worksheet, the random variable cells will assume a
new value and as a result the SIMROLLBACK cell will assume a new value as well.
The data fields on the decision tree will not update. To update the data fields
displayed on the tree, the Roll Back Tree button must be clicked on the ribbon.
Once the spreadsheet is set up, the tree can be simulated. The Simulation Master
output is shown in Figure 51 with a histogram of the root node expected value.

Figure 50 - Decision Tree and Simulation Set-Up
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Figure 51 – Simulation Master Results

The SIMROLLBACK2 Function

SIMROLLBACK2 operates like SIMROLLBACK, except it can be used to roll back the
tree to an intermediate decision or chance node. This allows for simulation at
points in the tree to determine the risk profile assuming you’re at the node in
question.

Entering SIMROLLBACK2 in a Worksheet
SIMROLLBACK2 is entered in a tree worksheet cell by typing the following formula
into a cell:
=SIMROLLBACK2 (base ID, decision rule) when using decimal point.
=SIMROLLBACK2 (base ID; decision rule) when using decimal comma.
Where base ID is the base node ID number to which roll back occurs, and
decision rule is either 0 for choose minimum, or 1 for choose maximum.

The NODEOPTCOUNT Function

NODEOPTCOUNT is a worksheet function that counts the number of times a given
node is on the optimal path. This is used when the tree is part of a Monte Carlo
simulation. When a tree is simulated, the optimal path can change depending on
the random variable samples. This function allows you to see how many times a
node was on the optimal path during the simulation.
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Entering NODEOPTCOUNT in a Worksheet

NODEOPTCOUNT is entered in a tree worksheet cell by typing the following formula
into a cell:
=NODEOPTCOUNT (node ID, decision rule) when using decimal point.
=NODEOPTCOUNT (node ID; decision rule) when using decimal comma.
Where:
Node ID is the ID number of the node to count.
Decision rule is either 0 for choose minimum, or 1 for choose
maximum.
When the function is entered, it will evaluate if the referenced node is on the
optimal path. If it is not, the function will return 0. If it is, the function will return
1. If one is returned, subtract one from the total after the simulation to get the
correct count during simulation.

Resetting the Count

To reset the count, click on the cell containing the NODEOPTCOUNT function. In
the formula bar, click anywhere in the NODEOPTCOUNT formula and press enter.
This will reset the count to zero. If the node is currently on the optimal path, 1 will
be returned, otherwise it will be zero.

Excel Calculation Setting

If the Excel calculation setting is automatic, there will be up to two extra counts
shown after a simulation. During simulation, the calculation setting is temporarily
set to manual. When the setting is restored to automatic, there are additional
worksheet calculations.
Over the course of thousands of simulation trials this difference is slight, but to
avoid the possible extra counts set Excel to calculate manually. To change the
setting, go to Formulas tab > Calculation Options.
This also applies to the NODEOPTCOUNT2 function.

The NODEOPTCOUNT2 Function

NODEOPTCOUNT2 is a worksheet function that counts the number of times a given
node is on the optimal path. It operates like the NODEOPTCOUNT function, except
it is used in conjunction with SIMROLLBACK2.
When roll back is to an intermediate node, only child nodes of the base node are
considered. This sub-tree can have a different optimal path than the entire tree.
The NODEOPTCOUNT2 function allows for counting on the sub-tree.
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Entering NODEOPTCOUNT2 in a Worksheet

NODEOPTCOUNT2 is entered in a tree worksheet cell by typing the following
formula into a cell:
=NODEOPTCOUNT2 (node ID, base ID, decision rule) when using decimal
point.
=NODEOPTCOUNT2 (node ID; base ID, decision rule) when using decimal
comma.
Where:
Node ID is the ID number of the node to count.
Base ID is the base node ID to which roll back is occurring.
Decision rule is either 0 for choose minimum, or 1 for choose
maximum.

Correlated Inputs
NODEOPTCOUNT2

with

NODEOPTCOUNT

and

Simulation Master allows for correlation of inputs to the simulation model by two
methods:
•
•

Rank correlation sampling
Bivariate copulas

When a tree is simulated with copulas, NODEOPTCOUNT and NODEOPTCOUNT2 will
return the correct counts as intended.
NODEOPTCOUNT and NODEOPTCOUNT2 cannot be used with rank correlation
sampling. When this method is used, the random variables are sampled which
results in counts for this initial sampling. Then the random variable samples are
reordered according to the correlation structure and the tree is recalculated for
each simulation trial using the reordered inputs.
If a node’s children each have a counting function, the total counts for all nodes will
be twice the simulation trials. It’s tempting to just use half the counts, however
there may be a problem with this action. During the initial sampling run, the inputs
are not correlated so any counts made during this run do not account for correlation
and may be different than the second run with correlation.
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Chapter 8 – Tips
Avoiding Errors

The following are guidelines to avoid errors that may occur. The best advice is to
use the ribbon commands for all things related to the decision tree with the
following exceptions:
• Manually moving nodes to arrange the tree. Turn off click to edit before
moving nodes manually.
• Using cell references for node data.
• Using the DTace worksheet functions.
Copying a Tree Worksheet
Copying a tree worksheet using the Excel move or copy function may result in
unexpected behavior when working with the copied worksheet. If a copy of the
tree worksheet is required, it’s best to save the workbook as a new file.

Figure 52 - Excel Move or Copy - Avoid Using This

Note that when the entire tree is selected using Custom Select and copied, only the
visible tree elements are copied. The underlying data is in the worksheet and is not
copied.
Data Cells
Do not unhide and modify data cells in columns A through Z. Program errors may
result, including lost data. Columns A through Z should be hidden.
Nodes and Connectors
Do not manually delete nodes or connectors. Use Edit Node buttons on the ribbon
to delete nodes and their associated connectors. The Repair Connections and
Regenerate Nodes tools will help to recover a manually deleted item, but the best
practice is to modify the tree through the DTace functions to avoid problems later.
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With “Click to Edit” mode on, do not use CTRL-Drag. This will create a copy of the
node which may cause unusual program behavior. Use ALT-click to select a node,
then drag to move the node.
Referenced Data
Do not sort referenced data cells. What appears in a node is referenced to a
specific cell address. Sorting will change the contents of the cells and change what
is shown in the node.

Formatting

General formatting can be accomplished using Excel’s formatting tools. The DTace
selection tools allow for easy selection of all shapes, nodes only, text only or
connectors only.

Sharing a Workbook with a User Who Does Not
Have DTace Installed
When another user who does not have DTace installed opens a workbook containing
a decision tree, the following may appear (depending on settings).

Figure 53 - Link Message

This will appear each time the workbook is opened. There is a link to the DTace
add-in that needs to be broken. Once the link is broken, the message should
disappear unless there are other links not related to DTace.
To break the link, go to Data tab>Connections Group>Edit Links. The Edit Links
window will appear. If the Break Link button is disabled as shown in Figure 54,
close the window and select an unprotected sheet. Create an unprotected sheet if
necessary. Then reopen the Edit Links window.
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Figure 54 - Edit Links >> Break Link button disabled

The Break Link button should be enabled as shown in Figure 55. Make sure DTace
is selected and click the Break Link button. Close the Edit Links window and save
the workbook.

Figure 55 - Edit Links >> Break Link button enabled

IMPORTANT
Once the link is broken, you will not be able to use DTace with the workbook. The
best practice is to share a copy and keep the original for further editing.

Troubleshooting
Condition: Node or text box manually deleted
Use Regenerate Nodes tool to restore node and/or text box.
may be lost.

Custom formatting

Condition: Node text box missing or not located near node
If a node was move manually, the textbox may be located at the node’s previous
position. Use the Align Text button on the ribbon to relocate text boxes relative to
node position. If a text box was deleted, use the Regenerate Nodes function.
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Condition: Manually deleted connector
Use Repair Connectors tool. The restored connector will be shown with the default
connector formatting.
Condition: Connector not attached to node
Use Repair Connectors tool. If the connector still exists, it will be repaired with any
custom formatting retained.
Condition: Node connection point not changed to setting
Check diagram settings that connector routing is set to “ordered”. When connector
routing is set to shortest routing, node connection point settings are not used.
Condition: There was an error during node hiding.
After node
regeneration, some nodes do not appear.
During the hiding process, some nodes were already hidden before the error
occurred.
They will remain hidden after node regeneration.
Go to Tree
Settings>Visibility page and check “Unhide all nodes”. Click Apply button.
Condition: Node exists but cannot find on spreadsheet.
If regenerating nodes fails to make a node appear, it may be a layout or node size
issue.
If auto arrange is on, depending on node spacing and node size, the node may be
located at the limits of the spreadsheet and will be shrunk to a point where it
appears as a line.
Check node size by going to Tree Settings and looking at node size. Extremely
small height and width will make the node appear as a dot. Try resizing node to
larger dimensions.
Condition: A referenced cell value is changed, Refresh Text is clicked, node
text does not update to cell value
If automatic calculation is turned off, recalculate worksheet containing referenced
cell or recalculate entire workbook. Then click Refresh Text button.
Condition: During roll back, an error message appears
There are several possible causes.
Missing or corrupted node(s)
A node may be missing or corrupted. Run the Regenerate Nodes tool if this may be
the case.
If using exponential utility or certainty equivalent:
If a large negative payoff is present in the tree, and a relatively small R value is
used, a math error may occur.
Exponential utility is calculated by 1 – e(-X/R) where X is the payoff and R is R value.
If X = -3000000 and R = 300 the e(-X/R) term results in a number larger than Excel
can handle.
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When using certainty equivalent, utility is calculated before converting to certainty
equivalent. Therefore, an error will result for certainty equivalent as well.
If using certainty equivalent:
If a large positive payoff is present in the tree, and a relatively small R value is
used, a math error may occur.
Certainty equivalent is calculated by -R*ln(1-EU) where R is R value and EU is
exponential utility. If expected utility is 1, an error occurs due to ln(0). EU = 1 is a
result of the e(-X/R) term effectively being zero.
For example, If X = 3000000 and R = 300, the e(-X/R) term is 0 in Excel.
Therefore, utility = 1 – 0 = 1.
SIMROLLBACK and SIMROLLBACK2 functions
The math errors described above can also happen with these functions.
occurs, a #VALUE! error will appear in the cell.

If this

Custom utility function
Verify that your utility function generates valid values for each possible input. For
example, trying to calculate the square root of a negative number will result in a
cell #NUM error which will cause DTace to malfunction.
Condition: Update links returns an error
Excel does not allow links to be updated when the workbook contains protected
sheets.
Worksheets containing a tree are partially protected by the DTace software. During
the update links process, these sheets are automatically unprotected and then reprotected when finished. If there are other sheets in the workbook that are
protected, they need to be unprotected before running update links.
Condition: When using Simulation Master to simulate a tree, it is slow to
start
Each tree worksheet has a large used cell area that is protected. When Simulation
Master starts a simulation, it scans all used cells to check for random variable
functions. This process can take a noticeable amount of time and is normal.

Protected Workbooks

In a protected workbook, new sheets cannot be added. Therefore, if you attempt
to add a tree to a protected workbook you will get the following message.
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Figure 56 - Protected Workbook Message

If a workbook is protected after a tree is created, the following operations can only
create reports in a new workbook:
• Node report
• Risk profile report
• Sensitivity analysis report
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Appendix A – Decimal Separators
This appendix describes how DTace works with decimal separators. Decimals are
usually specified using either the decimal point (.) or the decimal comma (,). The
choice of which decimal separator used is determined by the Windows regional
settings.
To make things more complicated, Excel allows you to override your Window
settings (also known as system settings) and specify a different decimal separator
in Excel worksheets.
The system settings can be overridden by clicking on File > Options. Uncheck the
“Use system separators” box and specify the decimal separator to be used.

Figure 57 - Excel Options> System Separator Setting
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DTace is designed to work with either decimal point or decimal comma and to make
decimal separator conversion as simple as possible.
Enter all data in forms using the system decimal separator. If your Windows
regional settings use decimal point, always use decimal point when entering data in
forms. If your Windows regional settings use decimal comma, always use decimal
comma when entering data in forms.
The decision tree will use the same decimal separator as what is used in the
worksheet. For example, if the system setting is decimal point and the Excel
override is decimal comma, all numbers in the decision tree will appear using
decimal comma, except node ID numbers.
Node ID numbers are always 0.1, 1.1, 2.1, etc.
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